
AT10.1/AT30 Series Battery Charger 
JD5014-00 Service Instruction 
 

ENCLOSURE KEYLOCK ASSEMBLY 
INSTALLATION 
1. Refer to the following table for appropriate assembly and mounting dimensions. 

Assembly AT Enclosure Dim. "A" Vertical Centerline Location 
EI0215-10 Style-586 (3) 3.00 in 0.875 in ABOVE left side of bottom door edge (pattern rotated 90° CW) 
EI0215-10 Style-594 (3) 3.00 in 0.875 in ABOVE left side of bottom door edge (pattern rotated 90° CW) 
EI0215-11 Style-5017 (4) 0.875 in 12.00 in BELOW left side of top door edge 
EI0215-11 Style-5018 (4) 0.875 in 16.00 in BELOW left side of top door edge 
EI0215-12 Style-5030 0.875 in 18.00 in BELOW left side of top door edge 
EI5024-04 Style-163 1.500 in 3.00 in ABOVE center hole for LOWER left door latch 

2. Drill the following hole pattern on the LEFT side of the door panel.  Note that the figure displays the 
keylock mounted on the right side.  Enclosure key lock is installed on the LEFT side of door for all AT Series 
enclosures.  For value of dimension "A" and description of vertical location, refer to the table above. 

4. On Style-586 & Style-594 enclosures, the hole pattern (shown above) must be rotated 90° clockwise. 

5. Keylocks on Style-5017 & Style-5018 enclosures require a lock stop.  After mounting the keylock, locate 
the supplied locking bracket (FC5079-00).  Center it behind the keylock and orient the bracket vertically per 
the figure below.  Place the bracket flush against the inside lip of the left sidewall and back up against the 
enclosure's side door stop.  Mark and transfer drill two (2) 0.144in holes into inside lip of the left sidewall, 
matching the locking bracket’s position.  Mount the bracket using the two (2) supplied self-tapping screws. 
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